Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Rapid urbanization and an increased number of social media users attract the researchers for harnessing social media data to resolve the problems raised due to rapid urbanization. Recently, the government of developing countries like India has also been focusing on the need for smart cities to resolve the problems of urbanization. Smart cities also demand smart transportation and utilization of continuously generating social media data to improve city transportation. Detection of transport services disruptions, travel complains resolutions, seasonal messages to commuters, and more importantly transport event or incident detection are the typical applications of social media data harnessing for the field of transportation. In \[[@CR17]\], the authors evaluated the potential of Twitter data for transit customer satisfaction and in \[[@CR10]\], the authors proposed an approach for traffic incidents detection using social media data.

People generally express their daily activities using different social media platforms. However, the microblogging platform, like twitter, is most popular among all present microblogging websites. Microblogging service, Twitter has 328 million active users every month \[[@CR16]\] who are tweeting at 230000 messages per minute \[[@CR1]\]. Twitter is a cost-effective solution for generating a vast amount of real-time data. Relevant information extraction from Twitter data is the primary requirement to characterize the traffic events. In text mining, words of short messages are the tokens which are the basic unit of feature, and these tokens are the key to knowledge discovery from short messages. Since written tweet text cannot be directly utilized in machine learning models for tweet discrimination. Therefore, features of the tweets need to be converted into a numeric sparse matrix representation. The selection of an effective approach for feature extraction will improve the overall accuracy of the traffic event identification task.

The main objective of this study is to present and compare the text feature representation models and state of the art embedding to built a powerful machine learning based framework for the detection of traffic incidents. On the basis of the results acquired, we have proposed a comprehensive approach that works on social media data to extract patterns containing traffic incidents. The main contributions of our work are summarized as following: (1) To collect traffic-related social media data, a dictionary containing prominent traffic related keywords that are popular in social media and day to day communication of citizens, has been created. (2) Keyword filtration and manual approaches are applied to label the collected tweets for the training and testing of machine learning models. The paper proposes a computational framework based on a machine learning model to detect non-recurrent traffic causes.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} discusses the work done related to social media and transportation. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} covers the details of data collection and labeling processes, and Sect. [4](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} explains the steps taken for pre-processing of collected data. Section [5](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} presents the methodology proposed and Sect. [6](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} contains the results of the study. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. [7](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}.

Literature Review {#Sec2}
=================

Recently, several studies in the literature have been come out that utilizes social media data in various applications. Studies applied machine learning techniques on top of various non-numeric representation of text features and numeric sparse matrix feature representation to classify social media data containing traffic incidence/traffic-related information and data not related to traffic. A tweet contains many attributes like coordinates, creation time, language, place, timestamp, tweet text, etc. In \[[@CR4]\], the authors analyzed not only tweet text but also other attributes of the tweet to demonstrate user activities and their moving pattern. Along with other attributes, the tweet text has been given more importance in twitter-based studies. The traffic related microblogging messages were retrieved using Support Vector Machine in \[[@CR3]\]. The studies in \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR14]\] utilized machine learning models for the detection of tweets containing traffic-related information.

Several studies have been performed to classify the tweets containing traffic information using machine learning (ML) models with numeric feature representation. To know the effect of feature extraction on ML models, there is a need for this study which focuses on a feasibility study of bag-of-words, TF-IDF and word2vec all three on three different machine learning models.

Data Collection {#Sec3}
===============

Domain-specific data collection is the first challenge in social media data based studies in order to identify relevant tweets. The objective of labeling is to allocate a class identity to every user posted tweet, as related to traffic incident or not. Real-time publicly published tweets are collected using the Twitter streaming API. The streaming API collects and filter tweets based on language, hash-tags, keywords, and geographic bounding box.

In this study, we have collected twitter data based on geographical location and identified general keywords matching specific hashtags such as road, accident, injury, potholes, congestion, jam related to different transportation services for 26 March 2018 to 26 April 2018. The keywords have chosen from the newspaper and research articles and also validated with transportation experts. Our work focuses on tweets related to transportation services with the geographic location of densely populated capital region Delhi of India for our study.

Dictionary Formation and Labeling {#Sec4}
---------------------------------

In order to collect traffic incident related tweets using Twitter streaming Api, a dictionary of related keywords has been created. In the first phase of dictionary formation, traffic incident related keywords have been collected manually from the related literature, research papers and news articles. The manually collected keywords have been validated by transport experts. Further, one synonym of every keyword has been fetched from the wordnet dictionary database \[[@CR12]\] using python library. Adding synonyms doubles the number of keywords in the dictionary. The keyword dictionary is used to collect Twitter data.

To train a machine learning model, we need to label each tweet with a class name. In this study, we have collected geo-tagged tweets based on traffic related keyword but still, there are tweets collected that do not contain any traffic related information. For example, some keywords like *accident* is a popular keyword for road accident but many times people may use such keywords in other references also. Because of this use of the same keyword in several different references, those tweets that contain the keywords, but still are irrelevant for our study get collected. For example, tweet: *jiocare is taking follows up from last2 years.* *But no improvement in connectivity and congestion at m\...* is irrelevant to our study but collected due to keyword *congestion*. To train a machine learning model to classify such tweets, tweets are manually labelled in to two classes: i. t - tweets that contain traffic event/incident ii. n - non-traffic tweets. Traffic related and non-traffic tweet classes are abbreviated as t and n, respectively.

The interesting factor of this study is the data collection strategy in which a dictionary of traffic-related keywords is formed and used to collect geo-tagged tweets to train the classification model. This approach of data collection represents that collected Twitter data-set contains both types of tweets: traffic-related and non-traffic related but most of the non-traffic tweets have different reference/domains containing some of the similar keywords of other class.Fig. 1.Detailed steps of the proposed methodology.

Preprocessing {#Sec5}
=============

The main objective of the pre-processing is to make the tweets eligible for the classification task. Special characters like punctuation and stop words are frequently used in tweets and these stop words do not have any meaning. Therefore, the removal of such special characters and hyperlinks are the primary step of pre-processing. We have removed the \# symbol, "@\" symbol from the tweets. Tweets have been split into keywords (tokens) using Natural language Toolkit library. This process is known as tokenization of tweets. Further, upper case keywords could not be interpreted same so all keywords have been changed to lowercase. We performed Stemming to reduce the words to their stem. Thus, we have been changed each tweet into a bag of tokens eligible for text mining task.

Methodology {#Sec6}
===========

K Nearest Neighbour, Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine are popular machine learning techniques that have been applied by researchers in text mining task \[[@CR3], [@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR14]\]. The comprehensive methodology for detecting tweets consist of traffic events have shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} with all the steps taken, starting from tweets crawling to built classifier. The Bag-of-words, TF-IDF and Word2Vec embedding have been applied in conjunction with machine learning models to construct an efficient framework for traffic incident detection.

Feature Extraction Model {#Sec7}
------------------------

The section gives the brief idea about the feature extraction model and word embedding applied in the study.

*Bag-of-words* (BOW) \[[@CR2]\] is a simple technique to represent written text document with machine learning algorithms. BOW keeps the frequency of terms present in a text document and this term frequency is used to represent text in numeric form. We have used CountVectorizer from sklearn library to count the occurrences of words and further represent them in form of sparse matrix for machine learning technique implementation.
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Machine Learning Model {#Sec8}
----------------------

The section covers the brief idea about the machine learning classifiers used in the study.

*K-nearest neighbors* is a non-parametric machine learning classifier which scores its nearest neighbors in training data and k-top-scored neighbors' class is used to classify the new input data \[[@CR5], [@CR9]\]. The decision rule can be written as Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Support Vector Machine (SVM)* is the supervised classification technique which categorizes the data. The basic SVM model training is performed as follows: 1. Plot features in a dimensional space where each plotted point co-ordinates are known as support vectors. 2. A separating line needs to be found in such a way so that each point should be farthest from the separating line. 3. In the testing phase, depending on the test, where the data is found on either side of the line, we can categorize new data.

Results and Analysis {#Sec9}
====================

This section evaluates the performance of machine learning classifiers with the combinations of feature representation models. The machine learning model training and the confusion matrix are also investigated.

Performance Metrics {#Sec10}
-------------------

In this study, mainly two popular classification metrics have been used to measure the performance of the classifier.

Accuracy - the percentage/fraction of rightly classified twitter messages is known as the accuracy of trained model classifier. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Classifier Performance {#Sec11}
----------------------

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the accuracy of various combinations of machine learning models with Bag-of-words, TF-IDF and W2V feature extraction models to categorize tweets containing traffic incidents. To find the value of number of neighbors K for the KNN classifier, the variation between the number of neighbors and misclassification error has been calculated. The value of K at which minimum value of misclassification error has been obtained is assumed to be the optimal value of K. The variation of Misclassification error and K has been shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for W2V. The optimal value of K = 3 in case of BOW, K = 5 in case of TF-IDF and K = 9 in case of W2V has been used to train the KNN classifier. The accuracy results in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} clearly depicts the competative results of all three machine learning models. However, SVM with the combination of W2V embedding technique outperforms other combinations of feature extraction and machine learning models by almost 3% and It successfully brings about the Precision, recall and F-measure of 77%, 84% and 80% for the class of tweets containing traffic incidents, respectively.

Since the SVM model with the W2V has achieved the best accuracy, this combination is treated as the representative of traffic incident detection approach from social interactions.Table 1.Accuracy of the machine learning models (ML models), trained and tested on top of bag-of-words, TF-IDF and W2V techniquesML modelAccuracy (%)Bag-of-WordsTF-IDFWord2VecKNN Classifier626473Naive Bayes616471Support vector machine697476 Table 2.Classification report($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Real World Case Assessment and Confusion Matrix {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------

In this study, we have collected geo-tagged twitter data for the capital region Delhi of India to evaluate the performance of machine learning based incident detection framework. However, our assessment has not been taken the case of real world in to consideration. The final objective of this study is to identify traffic incidents from the citizen's posted messages on micro-blogging platform like twitter. In order to detect traffic incidents from twitter streams in real time, the classifiers need to trained on labeled historical tweets and then future tweets can be analyzed for identifying traffic events. Since real time evaluation is a need for such studies, 70% of labeled tweets have been selected to train the model while remaining labeled tweets worked as test dataset. The classifier's performance is examined on the test data-set to conclude the optimal comprehensive approach.

Confusion matrix is the best way to analyse the predictions of both classes of tweets. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} represents the precision, recall, F1-score, and confusion matrix for the tweets test set. Further, the effectiveness of the classifying model is directly proportional to precision, recall, and F1-score for both the classes. Some studies reported the lower precision and recall for traffic class tweets. The reason behind this lower value may be a lower number of traffic class tweets. However, in our case, we have different data collection strategy as described in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} due to that we have collected a high number of traffic class tweets t in comparison to non-traffic class tweets number. Therefore, as depicted in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, the performance metrics for non-traffic class n is obtained lower.

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

The study proposes a computational framework that includes a machine learning model built with word embedding technique to detect tweets that contain information related to traffic incidents. The method uses a text feature extraction and its transformation into numeric sparse matrix representation to implement text features on top of machine learning classifiers. Further, a dictionary of traffic-related keywords has been formed which is used to collect the tweets containing traffic incidents. Collected tweets are analyzed, pre-processed, and labeled to model a classifier for detecting tweets containing traffic incidents.

The results of the study present that neural network-based W2V shows slightly better results than TF-IDF and BOW for traffic incident detection. However, as one of the limitations of the W2V model, training of the model is much more complex which requires more processing and memory resource in comparison to TF-IDF model. A tradeoff occurs in choosing TF-IDF and W2V model in different applications. The study clearly identifies that the combination of W2V model with SVM classifier gives a best fit computational framework to detect traffic incidents from social media data.
